THE RVA ADVENTURE RACE
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 17, 2016	
  

WHAT IS IT?
The 2016 RVA Adventure Race combines Amazing Race-style challenges,
location-based puzzles, and a citywide scavenger hunt in a one-day team
competition throughout Richmond.

HOW ARE SPONSORS GETTING INVOLVED?
There are three ways to get involved as a sponsor:
1) Host a challenge location during the race,
2) Donate prizes for the members of the winning teams, or
3) Do both – host a challenge and donate a prize.
There is no fee to become a sponsor. The only potential costs for sponsors are
whatever is involved in hosting a challenge at your location and, if you decide
to donate a prize, the cost of the prizes.
Additional sponsorship opportunities include branding on event t-shirts,
signage, and advertisements.

WHY SHOULD I PARTICIPATE?
This event will engage people with your company or organization in a fun,
memorable way. For those hosting challenges, team members will physically
travel to your hosting location on race day to participate in a fun, unique task
developed in collaboration with the event producers. Team members will gain
familiarity with your product or service while visiting your site.

WHAT ARE THESE “CHALLENGES?”
The challenges are unique tasks customized to every sponsoring location.
These tasks should be brief (3-15 minutes) in length, and can be for 1 person, 2
people, or a full team (2-5 people depending on the team).
We’ll work directly with all challenge hosts to come up with something fun yet
manageable for the event. In past adventure races we’ve produced, team
members have taken crash-courses in candy apple-dipping, performed
interpretive dance numbers, dueled with laser guns, and created collaborative
art. Teams might have to complete a task, attain a certain score in a game,
solve a puzzle, or spend a few minutes on something performance-related.
Some additional possibilities include:
•
•
•
•
•

Museums presenting puzzles to be solved within their exhibits,
Sporting venues or athletic facilities offering physical challenges,
Performance venues tasking teams to become entertainers,
Restaurants offering food challenges, or
Art galleries asking teams to create their own works.

DOES IT MATTER WHERE MY CHALLENGE IS?
Yes. Teams will be traveling by car during the event, and all challenge locations
should be within a reasonable distance from center of Richmond. All venues in
downtown Richmond, near VCU, the Fan, Carytown, Boulevard, and the
Museum District are currently considered within the event area.
Additionally, your challenge location will ideally have options for dedicated
parking for the event (approximately 10 spaces) or nearby street/public
parking for teams.
If you do not have a venue within the race area, sponsors are encouraged to
partner with a location (we can assist in making matches) in which to operate
your challenge.

HOW DOES THE RACE WORK?
Teams (2 to 5 members each) will have four hours to complete as many tasks as
possible. In addition to the hosted challenge sites, teams will also have a series
of puzzles, clues, and scavenger hunt photo items to work on between
locations. They may have to figure out a riddle pointing them to a historic site
or snap a team photo with a statue – these additional elements are not tied to
sponsors like the hosted challenges.
All tasks are optional so teams can go at their own pace. Points are awarded to
teams for completing tasks and puzzles correctly. Teams will be assigned a
time window to complete each challenge to spread the crowds evenly across
all venues throughout the race. There will be a post-race party, where the top
teams will collect their prizes and the answers to the race’s riddles and puzzles
will be revealed.

WHAT ABOUT PRIZE DONATIONS?
Ideal donations could consist of tickets to upcoming events, merchandise, gift
cards, food items, or other prizes. If the prize is something that would be taken
by an individual (movie ticket, food coupon, etc.), we would request enough
donations to cover all members of the winning team.

WHO IS PRODUCING THE EVENT?
We are AVAdventure Productions, a Richmond-based interactive event and
videography company. Learn more about us at theAVAdventure.com.

WANT TO GET INVOLVED? ANY QUESTIONS?
You can contact Adam Stackhouse at adam@theAVAdventure.com and/or Liz
Sykes at liz@theAVAdventure.com. Or call us at 540-718-2343.
The event website is at rvaadventurerace.com

